Making tournament quality fairways a daily event
Jacobsen's LF-100 lightweight fairway mower gives your fairways, that TV-ready appearance

Golf courses across the country are finding they can have fairways with a flawless, manicured cut, and still keep their mowing costs under control with Jacobsen's LF-100. Many major tournament courses are using the LF-100 to get their fairways into top shape for TV.

Every component of the LF-100 is designed for the rigors of day-in, and day-out fairway mowing, from the Jacobsen exclusive heavy duty reels to the long-life diesel engine. You can even get a four-wheel drive model for hilly fairways.

Golfers love the smooth, even cut that gives their ball a perfect lie anywhere on the fairway. Course superintendents love the high productivity and dependability.

To see what the LF-100 can do for your course, contact us at North Star Turf, Today. "We initiate Satisfaction" 
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